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Frostfire
By Zoe Marriott

Walker Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Frostfire, Zoe Marriott, This is a
literary fantasy about war, racial identity and first love. Frost has left her homeland to travel to the
neighbouring country of Ruan in the hope of finding a deity she believes will rid her of a curse: at
the sight of her own blood, a berserker rage in the form of a wolf overtakes her and kills everyone
within reach. On her journey, Frost meets Luca and Arian, two members of the Ruan military force
sworn to protect the country's borders from neighbouring rebel fighters. Over the coming months,
under Luca's guidance, Frost learns to overcome the Wolf within. She also begins to fall in love with
Luca - while Arian falls for her. This title is for fans of Tamora Pierce, Maggie Stiefvater and
Cassandra Clare. It is a companion title to "Daughter of the Flames". It tackles themes such as
racial tension, prejudice, war, personal identity and first love. It is a refreshing and provocative realworld take on the fantasy genre: in this world there is no magic and the setting is more akin to
Northern India or Tibet than the usual Tolkien-inspired...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel
This composed ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended almost everything out of this composed e ebook. You may like just how the blogger publish this
ebook.
-- Dr . Cesa r Ma r qua r dt Jr .
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